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1.1. Chaired by Mr Charles Haughey, the
Irish Prime Minister, the special meeting of
the European Council was attended by Mr
Delors and Mr Andriessen, President and
Vice-President of the Commission, and
opened with an address by Mr Baron
Crespo, President of Parliament. In a very
cordial atmosphere, unanimous agreement
was reached on a common approach to
German unification and relations with Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe and to the CSCE
process. The Heads of State or Government
also agreed a procedure for preparing pro-
posals on strengthening political union,
which will be laid before the June European
Council. In addition they clearly restated
their determination to see progress in com-
bating the drug traffic and international
organized crime.
In considering the implications of develop-
ments in Central and Eastern Europe and,
in particular, of German unification for the
Community integration process, which con-
stituted the initial agenda for the meeting,
the Council had before it two major com-
munications from the Commission. These
papers were very favourably received, both
at the European Council itself and at the
informal preparatory meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the Member States, which took
plac~ in Dublin on 21 ApriL
In the communication on German unifi-
cation the Commission defines what it sees
as the three stages involved in the inte-
gration of the German Democratic Republic
into a unified Germany, and hence into the
Community: an interim adjustment stage
beginning with the introduction of inter-
German monetary union, accompanied by
a number of social and economic reforms
in the GDR; a second transitional stage
beginning with the formal unification of the
two Germanys; and a final stage, corre-
sponding to full application of Community
legislation. The Commission also stresses
the need for Community involvement in
the necessary decision-making and indicates
certain potential problem areas.
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The strategy for developing the Com-
munity s relations with the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe outlined by the
Commission is as follows: prompt com-
pletion of the Community s network of
first-generation trade and cooperation
agreements; as soon as the necessary politi-
cal and economic conditions are in place,
negotiation of a new generation of associ-
ationagreements providing an institutional
framework for political dialogue, without
in any way adversely affecting the quite
separate right of accession of the countries
concerned; at multilateral level, in addition
to active Community participation in the
work of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe and the Council of
Europe, the extension to other countries of
coordinated G-24 assistance, reinforced by
the activities of the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development, by the
European Training Foundation and by the
Tempus student mobility scheme.
Conclusions of the Presidency
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1.2. The European Council expresses its deep sat-
isfaction at developments in Central and Eastern
Europe since the Strasbourg European Council. It
applauds the continuing process of change in these
countries with whose peoples we share a common
heritage and culture. This process of change brings
ever closer a Europe which, having overcome the
unnatural divisions imposed on it by ideology and
confrontation, stands united in its commitment to
democracy, pluralism, the rule of law, full respect
for human rights, and the principles of the market
economy. The European Council welcomes in par~
ticular the holding of free elections in the German
Democratic Republic and Hungary and looks for~
ward to similar developments in the other
countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
1.3. The Community warmly welcomes German
unification. It looks forward to the positive and
fruitful contribution that all Germans can make
following the forthcoming integration of the terri-Dublin  European Council
tory of the German Democratic Republic into the
Community. We are confident that German unifi-
cation  the result of a freely expressed wish on
the part of the German people ~ will be a positive
factor in the development of Europe as a whole
and of the Community in particular.
1.4. A point has now been reached where the
continued dynamic development of the Com-
munity has become an imperative not only because
it corresponds to the direct interests of the 
Member States but also because it has become a
crucial element in the progress that is being made
in establishing a reliable framework for peace and
security in Europe. The European Council there-
fore agrees that further decisive steps .should be
taken towards European unity as envisaged in the
Single European Act.
German unification
5.  We are pleased that German unification is
taking place under a European roof. The Com-
munity will ensure that the integration of the terri-
tory of the German Democratic Republic into the
Community is accomplished in a smooth and har-
monious way. The European Council is satisfied
that this integration will contribute to faster econ-
omic growth in the Community, and agrees that
it will take place in conditions of economic balance
and monetary stability. The integration will
become effective as soon as unification is legally
established, subject to the necessary transitional
arrangements. It will be carried out without
revision of the Treaties.
6. During the period prior to unification, the
Federal Government will keep the Community
fully informed of any relevant measures discussed
and agreed between the .authorities of the two
Germanys for the purpose of aligning their policies
and their legislation. Furthermore, the Com-
misSion will be fully involved with these dis-
cussions.
In this period the German Democratic Republic
will benefit from full access to the European Invest-
ment Bank, Euratom and ECSC loan facilities, in
addition to Community support in the context of
the coordinated action of the Group of 24 countries
and participation in Eureka projects.
As regards the transitional arrangements, the Com-
mission will as soon as possible, and in the context
of an overall report, submit to the Council pro-
posals for such measures as are deemed necessary,
and the Council will take decisions on these rap~
idly. Theserneasures, which will enter into force at
the moment of unification, will permit a balanced
integration based on the principles of cohesion and
solidarity and on the need to take account of all
the interests involved, including those resulting
from the  acquis communautaire.  The transitional
measures will be confined to what is strictly necess~
ary and aim at full integration as rapidly and as
harmoniously as possible.
Internal and external development
of the Community
7. In parallel with the process of the unification
of Germany, the Community will continue its
internal and external development. To this end, the
European Council .asks the relevant Community
bodies to follow the guidelines set oUt below:
(i) The European Council is satisfied with pro-
gress achieved so far towards establishing the sin-
gle market without internal frontiers in which
people, goods, services and capital can circulate
freely from the end of 1992 in accordance with the
provisions of Article 8a of the Treaty. We are
determined to ensure that the objectives laid down
in the Single Act are fully and effectively achieved
in all respects.
(ii) The Community will establish in stages an
economic and monetary union in accordance with
the principles of economic and social cohesion
and in accordance with the conclusions of the
European Councils in Madrid andStrasbourg. The
preparations for the Intergovernmental Conference
on EMU, which are already well advanced, will be
further intensified with a view to permitting that
Conference, which will open in December 1990, to
conclude its work rapidly, with the objective of
ratification by Member States before the end of
1992.
(iii) The Community will act as a political entity
on the international scene, open to good relations
with other countries and groups of countries.
(iv) The movement to restore freedom and
democracy in Central and Eastern Europe and the
progress .already made, and in prospect, in arms
negotiations, now make it both possible and
necessary to develop a wider framework of peace
security and cooperation for an of Europe. To this
end, the Community and its Member States will
playa leading role in all proceedings and dis-
cussions within the CSCE process and in efforts to
establish new political structures or agreements
based on the principles of the Helsinki Final Act
while maintaining existing security arrangements
which Member States have. The European Council
asks Foreign Ministers to prepare this work 
accordance with guidelines in Annex I.
(v) The Community attaches great interest to and
will work actively for early agreement with our
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EFT A partners on the establishment of a European
Economic Area.
Central and Eastern Europe
1.8. With regard to the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe, the European Council welcomes
the wide range of measures adopted or put in place
over the past months, including the agreement
on the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, the conclusion of trade and cooper~
ation agreements between the Community and
most of those countries, the Community pro-
gramme on professional training and student
exchange, soon to be finalized, and other import-
ant actions in the context of the G-24 cooperation.
The European Council is of the opinion that trans-
fers of private capital and investments towards
these countries should be encouraged and invites
the Commission to study the implementation of
the most appropriate accompanying measures (e.
reinsurance, granting of guarantees).
The European Council agrees that the action
within the framework of G-24 should be extended
to the GDR, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria
and Romania. The Community will work actively
for the adoption of an action plan for assistance to
these countries at the forthcoming G-24 ministerial
meeting.
Discussions will start forthwith in the Council, on
the basis of the Commission s communication, on
Association Agreements with each of the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe which include an
institutional framework for political dialogue. The
Community will work to complete association
negotiations with these countries as soon as poss-
ible on the understanding that the basic conditions
with regard to democratic principles and transition
towards a market economy are fulfilled.
Other countries
1.9. In parallel with its European commitment
the Community is determined to pursue its major
role as a responsible participant at a wider inter-
national level.
1.10.  With regard to its relations with the United
States, the Community will make the ful1est use of
and further develop its close transatlantic relations
based on regular contacts at the highest levels. In
this context we express our satisfaction with the
understanding reached between the President of
the European Council and the President of the
United States on the holding of one meeting at that
level during each Community Presidency. We agree
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that this and the other regular meetings, including
meetings with the Community, provide a good
framework for the further expansion of relations
between the Community and the United States.
1.11. The Community will intensify its policy of
good relations with the Mediterranean countries,
based on more effective cooperation, taking into
consideration the particular problems of each of
them. It will pursue its special relationship with
the ACP countries and it will intensify its cooper-
ation with countries in Asia and Latin America. It
remains fully committed to, and will contribute to
a successful conclusion of, the Uruguay Round
multilateral negotiations. The Community will
pursue its cooperation with japan, Canada, Aus~
tralia and other OECD members.
Political union
1.12. The European Council discussed the pro-
posal.of President Mitterrand and Chancellor Kohl
on political union, and the paper submitted by the
Belgian Government on the same subject.
In this context the European Council confirmed
its commitments to political union and decided on
the following steps:
(i) A detailed examination will be pUt in hand
forthwith on the need for possible Treaty changes
with the aim of strengthening the democratic legit-
imacy of the union, enabling the Community and
its institutions to respond efficiently and effectively
to the demands of the newsiruation, and assuring
unity and coherence in the Community s inter-
national action;
(ii) Foreign Ministers will undertake this examin-
ation and analysis, and prepare proposals to be
discussed at the European Council in June with a
view to a decision on the holding ofa second
intergovernmental conference to work in parallel
with the conference on economic and monetary
union with a view to ratification by Member States
in the same time-frame.
Drugs and international
organized crime
1.13. The European Council expresses its serious
concern at the threat posed by the abuse of and
illicit trade in narcotic drugs, and its link with
international organized crime. This trade causes
tragic damage to lives and waste of human poten-
tial. It has now also become an international issue,
with drug traffickers disposing of very consider-
able financial and other resources. The threat con-Dublin European Council
cerns both developed and developing countries,
and calls for action at the international level.
The European Council asks the high-level coordi-
nators group, Celad, in close consultation with
the Commission, to report to the General Affairs
Council, with a view to the meeting of the Euro-
pean Council in June, on measures to bring about
more effective coordination and on priorities for
action by the Community and Member States in
the context of a concerted action against drug
abuse and illicit production, distribution and sale
of narcotic drugs.
Cyprus
14. The European Council agreed the con,
clusions in Annex U.
Annex I
Guidelines on the CSCE
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1.15. The changes in Europe that we are witness,
ing bring with them the opportunity of overcoming
the division of our continent and building a new
system of relations between the States of Europe
based on the aims and principles of the Helsinki
Final Act. The CSCE process, which has already
made a significant contribution to change, will
serve as a framework for reform and stability on
our continent, and should be developed in new
directions. The Community and its Member States
are determined to assume their responsibilities
wholeheartedly and to playa full part in the CSCE
process; they are considering appropriate arrange-
ments to achieve this end.
There is now wide agreement on the desirability
of a summit meeting of the CSCE participating
States before the end of this year. This would
mark the starting point for a more advanced
stage of the Helsinki process. The decisions
necessary to launch the summit process should
be taken as soon as possible so as to ensure
that the preparations essential for its successful
outcome are completed in good time. This should
include an early decision on the opening .date
and venue of a Preparatory Committee as well
as on the venue of the summit. For their part, the
Twelve propose that the Preparatory Committee
could start in July, and the summit itself could
take place in Paris.
The Community and its Member States are
continuing intensively with their preparations for
the summit. In their Declaration of 20 February,
the Twelve have set out the issues which in their
view are appropriate for consideration at the
summit. They look in particular towards a bal-
anced development of the CSCE, encompassing
notably the development of pluralist democracy,
the rule of law, human rights, better protection
of minorities, human contacts, security, economic
cooperation, the environment, further cooper~
ation in the Mediterranean and cooperation in
the field of culture.
The CSCE summit should make it possible to
consider new institutional arrangements within the
CSCE process, also taking into account proposals
made by the Central and Eastern European
countries, including the possibility of regular con-
sultative meetings of Foreign Ministers and the
establishment of a small administrative Secretariat.
It will also provide the opportunity to consider the
relationship that should exist between the CSCE
process and other relevant institutions, such as the
Council of Europe. It should mandate the Foreign
Ministers of the 35 accordingly.
Already, the new climate of cooperation that pre-
vails has made possible a practical and forward-
looking outcome to the Bonn Conference on Ec~m.
omic Cooperation in Europe (~ point 1.2.60).
The results obtained there will serve as guidelines
for future economic cooperation between the 35.
The Community made a major contribution to the
success of the conference. The Bonn Document
which acknowledges the link between political
pluralism and market economies, provides a basic
orientation for future economic relations and
cooperation in Europe.
The Twelve look forward to a similar spirit of
cooperation at the Copenhagen Conference on the
Human Dimension, and trust it will be possible to
achieve major substantial results there also, results
which will serve to strengthen the commitment of
all the participating States to human rights and
enable all Europeans to enjoy to the full their
fundamental rights and freedoms.
The Twelve reaffirm the importance of the Medi-
terranean dimension of the CSCE. Being of the
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view that the experience of the CSCE process can
have positive effects on the Mediterranean basin,
they hope that the meeting in Palma de Mallorca
will enable progress to be made in this dimension
of the CSCE process.
The Twelve are committed to a secure and stable
balance of forces in Europe at lower levels. They
look to an early, successful conclusion to the nego-
tiation on conventional armed forces in Europe,
which is taking place in the framework of the
CSCE, as well as to the adoption of further confi-
dence and security-building measures. They affirm
once again the importance of continuing nego-
tiations in the field of arms control and the building
of security and confidence in Europe with a view
to achieving a lasting framework for security in
Europe.
Bull. EC 4-1990
Annex II
Cyprus
16. The European Council discussed the Cyprus
question in the light of the impasse in the intercom-
munal dialogue.
The Twelve, deeply concerned at the situation,
fully reaffirm their previous declarations and their
support for the unity, independence, sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Cyprus in accordnce
with the relevant UN resolutions. They stress the
need for a prompt resumption of the intercommu-
nal talks on the basis of the mission of good
offices of the Secretary-General, as was recently
reaffirmed by Resolution 649/90 of the Security
Council.European Community
No. 20/90
April 30, 1990
THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY WELCOMES GERMAN UNIFICATION
REINFORCES GUIDELINES FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES
AND CONFIRMS COMMITMENT TO POLITICAL UNION
European Community leaders meeting at summit level in Dublin, April 28, published the
conclusions below. Normally the twelve Heads of State or Government meet twice a year as
the "European Council", in the member state holding the six-month Council Presidency. This
April .summit was an extraordinary one due to the rapid changes in Central and Eastern
Europe. The next traditional summit will again be in Dublin on June 25 .and 26.
PRESIDENCY CONCLUSIONS
1. The European Council expresses its deep satisfaction at developments in Central and
Eastern Europe since the Strasbourg European Council. It applauds the continuing process of
change in these countries with whose peoples we share a common heritage and culture. This
process of change brings even closer a Europe which, having overcome the unnatural divisions
imposed on it by ideology and confrontation, stands united in its commitment to democracy,
pluralism, the rule of law, full respect for human rights, and the principles of the market
economy. The European Council welcomes in particular the holding of free elections in the
German Democratic Republic (GDR) and Hungary and looks forward to similar developments
in the other countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
2. The Community warmly welcomes German unification. It looks forward to the positive
and fruitful contribution that all Germans can make following the forthcoming integration of
the territory of the GDR into the Community. We are confident that German unification - the
result of a freely expressed wish on the part of the German people - will be a positive factor
in the development of Europe as a whole and of the Community in particular.
3. A point has now been reached where the continued dynamic development of the
Community has become an imperative not only because it corresponds to the direct interests of
the twelve member states, but also because it has become a crucial element in the progress that
is being made in establishing a reliable framework for peace and security in Europe. The
European Council therefore agrees that further, decisive steps should be taken towards
European unity as envisaged in the Single European Act.
/..
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4. We are pleased that German unification is taking place under a European roof. The
Community will ensure that the integration of the territory of the GDR into the Community is
accomplished in a smooth and harmonious way. The European Council is satisfied that this
integration will contribute to faster economic growth in the Community and agrees that it will
take place in conditions of economic balance and monetary stability. The integration will
become effective as soon as unification is legally established, subject to the necessary
transitional arrangements. It will be carried out without revision of the Treaties.
5. During the period prior to unification, the Federal Government will keep the
Community fully informed of any relevant measures discussed and agreed between the
authorities of the two Germanies for the purpose of aligning their policies and their
legislation. Furthermore, the Commission will be fully involved with these discussions. In this
period the German Democratic Republic will benefit from full access to the European
Investment Bank, European Atomic Energy and Coal and Steel Communities loan facilities, in
addition to Community support in the context of the coordinated action of the Group of 24
countries and with participation in EUREKA projects. As regards the transitional
arrangements, the Commission will as soon as possible, and in the context of an overall report,
submit to the Council proposals for such measures as are deemed necessary and the Council
will take decisions on these rapidly. These measures, which will enter into force at the
moment of unification, will permit a balanced integration based on the principles of cohesion
and solidarity and on the need to take account of all the interests involved, including those
resulting from the "acquis communautaire " The transitional measures will be confined to
what is strictly necessary and aim at full integration as rapidly and as harmoniously as
possible.
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITY
6. In parallel with the process of the unification of Germany, the Community will
continue its internal and external development. To this end the European Council asks the
relevant Community bodies to follow the guidelines set out below:
(Hi)
(i) The European Council is satisfied with progress achieved so far towards establishing
the single market without internal frontiers in which people, goods, services and capital
can circulate freely from the end of 1992 in accordance with the provisions of Article
Sea) of the Treaty. We are determined to ensure that the objectives laid down in the
Single Act are fully and effectively achieved in all respects.
The Community will establish in stages an Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) in
accordance with the principles of economic and social cohesion and in accordance with
the conclusions of the European Councils in Madrid and Strasbourg. The preparations
for the Intergovernmental Conference on EMU which are alre&dy well advanced will be
further intensified with a view to permitting that Conference, which will open in
December 1990, to conclude its work rapidly with the objective of ratification by
member states before the end of 1992.
(ii)
The Community will act as a political entity on the international scene, open to good
relations with other countries and groups of countries.
1 "acquis communautaire" - recognition of the rights and obligations under the E.
Treaties and laws
./ ..(iv) The movement to restore freedom and democracy in Central and Eastern Europe and
the progress already made, and in prospect, in arms negotiations, now make it both
possible and necessary to develop a wider framework of peace, security and cooperation
for all of Europe. To this end the Community and its member states will playa
leading role in all proceedings and discussions within the. Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) process and in efforts to establish new political
structures or agreements based on the principles of the Helsinki Final Act while
maintaining existing security arrangements which member states have. The European
Council asks Foreign Ministers to prepare this work in accordance with guidelines in
Annex I.
(v) The Community attaches great inter.est in and will work actively for early agreement
with our European Free Trade Association (EFT A) partners on the establishment of a
European Economic Area.
CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE
(iii)
(i) With regard to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, the European Council
welcomes the wide range of measures adopted or put in place over the past months
including the agreement on the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
the conclusion of trade and cooperation agreements between the Community and most
of those countries, the Community programs on professional training and student
exchange soon to be finalized and other important actions in the context of the G-
cooperation. The European Council is of the opinion that transfers of private capital
and investments towards these countries should be encouraged, and invites the
Commission to study the implementation of the most appropriate accompanying
measures (e.g. reassurance, granting of guarantees).
(ii) The European Council agrees that the action within the framework of G-24 should be
exte'1ded to the GDR , Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Romania. The
Community will work actively for the adoption of an action plan for assistance to these
countries at the forthcoming G-24 ministerial meeting.
Discussions will start forthwith in the Council, on the basis of the Commission
communication, on Association Agreements with each of the countries of Central and
Eastern Europe which include an institutional framework for political dialogue. The
Community will work to complete Association negotiations with these countries as soon
as possible on the understanding that the basic conditions with regard to democratic
principles and transition towards a market economy are fulfilled.
OTHER COUNTRIES
(i) In parallel with its European commitment, the Community is determined to pursue its
major role as a responsible participant at a wider international level.
(ii) With regard to its relations with the United States, th.e Community will make the fullest
use of and further develop its close transatlantic relations based on regular contacts at
the highest levels. In this context we express our satisfaction with the understanding
reached between the President of the European Council and the President of the United
States on the holding of one meeting at that level during each Community Presidency.
We agree that this and the other regular meetings, including meetings with the
Commission, provide a good framework for the further expansion of relations between
the Community and the United States.
/ ..(Hi) The Community will intensify its policy of good relations with the Mediterranean
countries, based on more effective cooperation, taking into consideration th.e particular
problems of each of them. It will pursue its special relationship with the African
Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries and it will intensify its cooperation with
countries in Asia and Latin America. It remains committed to and will contribute to 
successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round multilateral negotiations. The Community
will pursue its cooperation with Japan, Canada, Australia and other Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) members.
POLITICAL UNION
7. The European Council discussed the proposal of President Francois Mitterrand and
Chancellor Helmut Kohl on Political Union and the paper submitted by the Belgian
Government on the same subject.
In this context the European Council confirmed its commitment to Political Union and decided
on the following steps:
(i) a detailed examination will be put in hand forthwith on the need for possible treaty
changes with the aim of strengthening the democratic legitimacy of the union, enabling
the Community and its institutions to respond efficiently and effectively to the
demands of the new situation, and assuring unity and coherence in the Community
international action.
(ii) Foreign Ministers will undertake this examination and analysis, and prepare proposals
to be discussed at the European Council in June with a view to a decision on the
holding of a second intergovernmental conference to work in parallel with the
conference on economic and monetary union with a view to ratification by member
states in the same time-frame.
DRUGS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZED CRIME
8. The European Council expresses its serious concern at the threat posed by the abuse of
and illicit trade in narcotic drugs and its link with international organized crime. This trade
causes tragic damage to lives and waste of human potential. It has now also become an
international issue, with drug traffickers disposing of very considerable financial and other
resources. The threat concerns both developed and developing countries and calls for action at
the international level.
The European Council asks the high-level coordinators group, in close consultation with the
Commission, to report to the General Affairs Council with a view to the meeting of the
European Council in June on measures to bring about more effective coordination and on
priorities for action by the Community and member states in the context of a concerted action
against drug abuse and illicit production, distribution and sale of narcotic drugs.
CYPRUS
The European Council agreed the conclusions in Annex II.
/ ..ANNEX I
GUIDELINES ON CSCE
The changes in Europe that we are witnessing bring with them the opportunity of overcoming the division of our continent and building a new system of relations between the States of Europe, based on the aims and principles of the Helsinki Final Act. The CSCE process, which has already made a .significant contribution to change, will serve as a framework for reform and stability on our continent, and should be developed in new directions. The Community and its member states are determined to assume their responsibilities wholeheartedly and to playa full part in the CSCE process; they are considering appropriate arrangements to achieve
this end.
There is now wide agreement on the desirability of a Summit meeting of the CSCE participating states before the end of this 
year. This would mark the starting point for a more advanced stage of the Helsinki process. The decisions necessary to launch the ,Summit process should be taken as soon as possible so as to ensure that the preparations essential for its successful outcome are completed in good time. This should include an early decision on the opening date and venue of a Preparatory Committee as well as on the venue of the Summit. For their part, the Twelve propose that the Preparatory Committee could st.artin July, and the Summit itself could .take place in Paris.
The Community and its member states are continuing intensively with their 
piT,eparations, for the Summit. In their Declaration of February  the Twelve have set out the issues which in their view are appropriate for consideration at the Summit. They look in particular towards a balanced development of the CSCEencompassing notably the development of pluralist democracy, the rule of law, human rights, better protection of minorities, human contacts security, economic cooperation
, th.e environment, further cooperation in the Mediterranean and cooperation in the field of culture.
The CSCE Summit should make it possible to consider new institutional arrangements within the CSCE process, taking also into account proposals made by the Central and Eastern European countries, including the possibility of regular consultative meetings of Foreign Ministers and the establishment of a small administrative secretariat. 
It will also provide the opportunity to consider the relationship that should exist between the CSCE process and other relevant institutions, such as the Council of Euorpe. It should mandate the Foreign Ministers of the 35 accordingly.
Already, the new climate of cooperation that prevails has made possible a practical and forward-looking outcome to the Bonn Conference on Economic Cooperation in Europe. The results obtained there will serve as guidelines for future economic cooperation between the 35. The Community made a major contribution to the success of the Conference. The Bonn Document, which acknowledges the Ii.nk between political pluralism 
and market economies provides a basic orientation for future economic relations and cooperation in Europe.
The Twelve look forward to a similar spirit of cooperation at the Copenhagen Conference on the Human Dimension, and trust it will be possible to achieve major substantial results there also, results which will serve to strengthen the commitment of all the participating states to human rights and enable all European to enjoy to the full their fundamental rights and freedoms.
The Twelve reaffirm the importance of the Mediterranean dimension of the CSCE. Being of the view that the experience of the CSCE process can have positive effects on the Mediterranean basin, they hope that the meeting in Palma de Mallorca will enable progress to be made in this dimension of the CSCE process.
/..The Twelve are committed to a secure and stable' balance of forces in Europe at lower levels.
They look to an early, successful conclusion to the negotiation on Conventional Armed Forces
in Europe, which is taking place in the framework of the CSCE, as well as to the adoption of
further confidence and security building measures. They affirm once again the importance of
continuing negotiations in the field of arms control and the building of security and
confidence in Europe with a view to achieving a lasting framework for security in Europe.
ANNEX II
CYPR US
e European Council discussed the Cyprus question in the light of the impasse on the
intercommunal dialogue.
The Twelve, deeply concerned at the situation, fully reaffirm their previous declarations and
their support for the unity, independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Cyprus in
accordance with the relevant United Nations resolutions. They stress the need for a prompt
resumption of the intercommunal talks on the basis of the mission of gooroffices of the
Secretary-General, as was recently reaffirmed by resolution 649/90 of the Security Council.Special meeting of the European Council
Otherwise we will relapse into negotiation rather
than the search for a solution, as happens all too
often in the case of political cooperation.
The second objection that could be raised is
whether this is a realistic scheme for the Greater
Europe of tomorrow. Max Kohnstamm, enthusi-
astic and dynamic ~s ever, has made a two-faceted
proposal. "Why not " he suggests, "apply the same
method in the CSCE, the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe:" And the answer he
gives is: "Yes, but provided the Community is
strengthened." The question is  which is the
chicken and which is the egg?
As true, careful Europeans we shaIl have to keep
a watchful eye on the  acquis communautaire  dur-
ing the coming months, to avoid throwing out the
baby with the bath water.
Imagine the cIamour we would face if, ina hastily
cobbled-together package, confounding vision
with pragmatism, we were to dream up a new
structure in order to satisfy straight away the
wishes  however ardent  of the Czechs, Poles,
Norwegians, and Austrians. What would we do
knowing that inside the Community the spirit of
Jean Monnet and Robert Schuman has to be
rekindled anew every day as we learn to manage
and exercise our joint sovereignty.
Let us, then, stretch out a welcoming hand to the
other countries of Europe; but let us not throw
away what we have gained through Robert Schu-
man, Jean Monnet, and all who worked with
them.'
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2.3.1. Address on 16 May by Mr Charles
Haughey, President of the European
Council, to the European Parliament on the
outcome of the special European Council
held in Dublin on 28 April.
Mr President, distinguished Members of the Euro-
pean Parliament, I am grateful for your invitation
to address Parliament. It gives me the opportunity
to speak to the directly elected representatives of
over 320 million Europeans and to listen to your
views on the great issues that face our Community
and our continent. I know that the issues discussed
at the special European Council in Dublin on 28
April are the subject of debate and thoughtful
consideration in this chamber. For this reason it
was important that the Heads of State or Govern-
ment had the opportunity to hear the views of
Parliament from your distinguished President at
the beginning of our meeting.
Today, I want to report to you about the outcome
of our meeting and about the decisions taken
which I believe are of vital importance to the future
of Europe.
The meeting was convened in response to the
dramatic unfolding of events in Europe over the
past months. I believed, and my feIlow Heads of
State or Government agreed, that such was the
pace of events and the need for .a cohesive and
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considered Community response that we should
not wait until the scheduled European Council in
June to act.
Our continent is undergoing a profound trans-
formation; a period during which the future of the
continent and its people are being shaped for a
long time to COme. It has demonstrated that the
demand of peoples for their basic rights can never
be finally subdued.
I need only mention the case of Solidarity in
Poland. A major impetus for change was provided
by President Gorbachev, but the dramatic revel-
ation of what was really happening came at that
moment six months ago when the people of Berlin
began to tear down the wall that divided their city.
At that moment too, as Vaclav Havel has observed,
they began to sweep away the wall that had divided
Europe for half a century. After decades of division
we had suddenly and unexpectedly arrived at the
beginning of the end of the barren post-war years
of confrontation. Our ancient continent at last has
the opportunity of fully realizing, through peace
and cooperation, the enormous potential of its
people and resources. The European Community
is the anchor of stability for all of Europe at this
time, the source of hope and optimism for the
future. We must ensure that it provides the leader-
ship and direction that is needed if Europe is to
achieve the peace, democratic freedom and econ-
omic betterment her people are entitled to.
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The most immediate and pressing challenges facing
the Community, and those which originally led me
to call the special Council were three:
(i) the prospect of German unification and the
consequent integration of the German Democratic
Republic into the Community;
(ii) the need to formulate an adequate and coher-
ent policy towards the re-emerging democracies of
Central and Eastern Europe;
(iii) and the need to accelerate the process of
European integration.
I believe that the European Council made substan-
tive and decisive progress in all three areas.
Let me begin with German unification. Germany
is a founder member of the Community, and the
Federal Republic has, from the beginning, been a
central pHlar of European construction. The Fed-
eral Republic has never allowed its aspiration
towards national unification to affect themove~
ment toward European unity. Indeed, successive
West German leaders have consistently maintained
that German unification could only come about
under a European roof.
The warm welcome which Heads of State or
Government expressed for the prospect of German
unification at the special Council was both
unequivocal and important. I am pleased to have
the opportunity of conveying this to Parliament in
the presence of Chancellor Kohl and Prime Minis-
ter de Maiziere.
But it is not only Germany which has cause for
satisfaction. The incorporation of the territory of
the GDR into the Federal Republic under Article
23 of the Basic Law will simultaneously create an
additional 16 million Community citizens who will
bring the benefit of their inherent skills and enter-
prise and enlarge the overall size of the single
market. Special understanding will be required in
the short term to enable this part of Germany to
recover from the experience of the last 45 years
and to adapt to the standards of the Community,
but there can be no doubt of the Community
enrichment.
The special Council expressed its determination
that the integration of the territory of the GDR
into the Community would be completed with the
minimum of disruption.
Fears on this latter aspect underestimate both the
momentum which has built up behind the inte-
gration process and the reservoir of energy, deter-
mination and political skHl available within the
Community institutions, in Germany, and in the
other Member States, which can he mobilized to
tackle any difficulties which may arise. We are
confident that both the Federal Republic and corre-
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spondingly the Community can accommodate,
without undue difficulty, the integration of a terri-
tory whose population is a quarter of that of the
Federal Republic and less than a twentieth of that
of the Community.
The Council expressed its view on this point in
clear terms. It was satisfied that the integration of
the German Democratic Republic will contribute
to faster economic growth in the Community and
agreed that integration should take place in con-
ditions of economic balance and monetary stab-
ility.
I do not seek to diminish the problems involved,
simply to stress that they are manageable. There
will, of course, be a need for a detailed examination
of the transitional arrangements, but the Federal
Government has undertaken to keep the Com-
munity fully informed of any relevant measures
discussed and agreed between the Federal and GDP
authorities for the purpose of aligning their policies
and their legislation. Furthermore the Commission
will he fully involved in the discussions.
The Commission wHl be bringing forward pro-
posals for transitional arrangements to apply to
the present GDP territory on its integration into the
Community. These will be kept to the necessary
minimum. They will be designed to allow for
the quickest possible assumption of the  acquis
communautaire  compatible with conditions in the
regions involved.
On the basis of discussions at the special Council,
I am confident that incorporation of the territory
of the GDR into the Community can be completed
without detrimental implications for other regions
of the Community. The Council heard an emphatic
assurance from Chancellor Kohl that the inte-
gration of the GDR territory into the Community
would not be achieved at the expense of the exist-
ing less-developed regions. This commitment
together with the statement in the Council con-
clusions, offers a timely reassurance to the people
of the less-prosperous regions and once again illus-
trates the Community s determination to ensure
that economic development should proceed in a
cohesive and integrated manner.
German unification is, of course, only part of a
wider scenario which is unfolding in the central
and eastern areas of our continent. The great popu-
lar uprising which swept away the oppressive
regime in the GDR has been repeated to varying
extents in Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Bul-
garia and Romania. New ideas and courageous
leadership in Moscow are encouraging the rest 
Europe to hope that negotiations will lead not only
to mutually acceptable arrangements between th~
peoples who comprise the Soviet Union, but als~
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to the establishment of an entirely new relationship
between all the peoples of Europe.
The impact of these changes on the Community
and its people has been profound. As the political
and physical barriers which have divided the Com-
munity from the East are being stripped away so
too are the psychological divisions. Great cities
like Dresden, Prague, Cracow, and Budapest are
taking their place onCe again in our consciousness
as repositories of European culture and history.
The special Council, in applauding the prOCess of
change in Central and Eastern Europe, specifically
acknowledged the common heritage and culture
which the countries of this region share with the
Community. The emerging democracies of Central
and Eastern Europe are returning to the main-
stream of European life with considerable expec-
tations, aroused in large part by the achievements
of the European Community. It is vital that the
Community continues to provide leadership and
inspiration to the rest of the continent and that we
respond to the changes in Central and Eastern
Europe in a positive and realistic way. This we
have been doing, in a flexible approach, tailored
to respond to the political and economic situation
in each country.
The first stage of the Community s action plan is
already under way, in the form of immediate short-
term assistance, trade concessions, investment
measures, financial stabilization measures and pro-
ject aid. Programmes on professional training and
student exchange will soon be finalized. A second
phase  running parallel to the first ~ has seen the
completion of a network of trade and cooperation
agreements. The Council decided, on the basis of
a communication from the Commission, to move
on in the near future to negotiations with the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe on Associ~
ation Agreements which will include an insti-
tUtional framework for political dialogue. Nego-
tiations on these agreements are to be completed
as soon as possible, on the understanding that
conditions relating to democratic principles and
the transition towards a market economy are ful-
filled in these countries.
In addition to launching its own initiatives, the
Community has also taken .a leading role in the
context of cooperation in the Group of 24 countries
and in the establishment of a European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. The special
Council called for action within the framework
of the G-24 to be extended to cover the GDR
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and
Romania. The Council also decided to encourage
transfers of private capital and investments
towards the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe and invited the Commission to study the
implementation of the most appropriate
accompanying measures.
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The Council's determination that the Community
should establish a closer relationship with the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe is part of
a coherent strategy for its external relations. The
special Council made it clear that the Community
will act as a political entity on the international
scene, open to good relations with other countries
and groups of countries. As an essential part of
this approach the Council confirmed that the Com-
munity should work actively for an early agree-
ment with our EFT A partners, our closest and
most intimate neighbours, on the establishment of
a European economic area. In my meetings with
EFT A leaders over the past months I have found
a keen desire on their part to COmmence nego-
tiations.
At a time when freedom and democracy are being
restored in Central and Eastern Europe and pro-
gress is being made in arms-control negotiations it
is now possible and necessary to develop a wider
framework of peace, security and cooperation on
our continent. The European Council decided that
while Member States will maintain their existing
security arrangements, the Col1ununity and its
Member States will playa leading role in .all pro-
ceedings and discussions within the CSCE process
and in efforts to establish new political structures
or agreements based on the Helsinki principles.
The CSCE can playa vital role in the wider frame-
work and should be developed in new directions.
There is now wide agreement on the desirability
of holding a meeting of the CSCE at the highest
level before the end of this year. That meeting can
start the process of further development of the
CSCE, a development which should be balanced.
This further development will provide us with the
occasion to encourage pluralist democracy and the
rule of law, observance of human rights, economic
cooperation and cooperation in the field of culture.
Even before the CSCE Summit, the Community
has made an essential contribution to economic
cooperation in the CSCE. This was done at the
Bonn Economic Conference last month. Next
month, in Copenhagen, we can bring about a
stronger commitment to human rights at the Con-
ference on the Human Dimension there. The Medi~
terranean dimension of the CSCE will be further
developed at the meeting in Palma de Mallorca in
September. The Twelve are committed to a secure
and stable balance of forces in Europe at lower
levels and hope that significant and early progress
in this direction can be made at the Vienna nego-
tiations on conventional armed forces in Europe
and confidence and security-building measures.
Last year President Bush and Secretary of State
Baker called for a new relationship between the
United States and the European Community.
Responding to this call, the European Council
expressed the desire of the Twelve to further
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strengthen the Community s transatlantic relation-
ship, based on regular contacts at the bighest levels.
The Council expressed its satisfaction with the
understanding which, as President of the European
Council, I reached with President Bush earlier this
year on the holding of a meeting between the US
and EC Council Presidents during the term of each
Council Presidency. The Council saw this and
other regular meetings, including meetings with
the Commission, as providing a good framework
for the further expansion of relations between the
Community and the United States. As a country
whose people have close historical, cultural and
family ties with the United States, the Irish Presi-
dency appreciated having this opportunity to
deepen the relationship between the Community
and the US.
The Council also expressed its determination that
the Community should intensify its policy of good
relations and cooperation with the Mediterranean
countries, pursue its special relationship with the
ACP countries, and intensify cooperation with
countries in Asia and Latin America. It confirmed
the Community s intention of furthering its coop~
eration with Japan, Canada, Australia and other
OECD members. As regards the GATT Uruguay
Round negotiations, the Council emphasized the
Community s continued full commitment to the
negotiations and its determination to contribute to
their successful conclusions.
The Council discussed a different sort of trade, a
sinister one which represents a major and growing
threat to the people of Europe; that is the inter-
nationally organized, criminal traffic in narcotics.
It is not possible to exaggerate this menace. The
damage inflicted by drug addiction, particularly to
hundreds of thousands of young people, is one of
the great shames of our civilization. Recently you
had the opportunity to hear in this chamber from
the President of Colombia, in a moving and elo-
quent address, about the violence and criminality
associated with the drug trade. He made it clear
that the problem was one with grave international
consequences and which required international
solidarity to deal with.
The time has come for the Community to fully
and openly acknowledge the massive international
dimensions of the illegal drugs trade and the absol-
ute necessity for Member States to act together
urgently and comprehensively to combat it. An
organized international criminal organization can
only be defeated by international cooperation
among the forces of law and order. We discussed
this in Dublin and asked the high-level coordi-
nators group, Celad, in close consultation with the
Commission, to report on meaSures to bring about
more effective coordination and on priorities for
action by the Community and Member States in
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the context of a concerted action against drug
abuse and illicit production, distribution and sale
of narcotic drugs. This work will form the basis of
a substantive discussion at the European Council in
June.
During the course of the tour of Community capi-
tals which I undertook in preparation for the
Council, it became clear that there was a wide~
spread realization among Members of the Council
that the Community needed to review the nature
and pace of its internal integration in response to
the rapidly changing situation in Europe. There
was determination that the objectives laid down
in the Single European Act must be fully and
effectively achieved in all respects. This includes
the completion of the single market and the
achievement of economic and monetary union.
There was also a definite view that if European
union is to develop in a rounded and coherent way
we must move positively to closer political union.
The debate which took place at the special Council
on the question of internal integration was perhaps
the most constructive in which I have taken part at
any European Council. I believe that the outcome
represents a decisive step forward towards a more
united, integrated Community.
Progress was made at the Council on several
aspects of the union - trade, social, economic
monetary and political.
The Council expressed satisfaction with progress
achieved so far and restated its commitment to
establish, by the end of 1992, the single market
providing for the movement, unhindered by
internal frontiers, of people, goods, services and
capital. It is clear that, having achieved much
progress to date, the different Councils are now
faced with the tougher, more contentious dossiers
such as taxation and the free movement of persons.
The Irish Presidency has maintained the momen-
tum of work established in previous Presidencies.
The Internal Market Ministers meeting informally
on 23 and 24 March agreed that substantial pro~
gress has been made and the pace is still good.
During the next few weeks, we expect progress in
the areas of air transport liberalization, communi-
cation, insurance, vehicle emissions, testing and
certification of products, food standards, animal
and plant health, and right of residence. Long
and difficult negotiations, however, lie ahead, with
Member States having to make important con-
cessions in the interests of agreement.
At our meeting in Dublin President Baron de
Crespo rightly reminded us that there are less than
1 000 days left before the 1992 deadline  1 000
days; five Presidencies! To meet the deadline
which we must, all the Community institutions
must work together to ensure that delays are kept
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to a minimum and difficulties quickly resolved. I
would like to express my appreciation of the excel-
lent cooperation the Irish Presidency has received
from Parliament and the Chairpersons of the Com-
mittees. In the time that remains I am confident
that that cooperation will enable us to complete a
satisfactory agenda of measures which will con-
tribute to having the monumental task completed
by December 1992. Member States too must be
assiduous in translating Community requirements
into domestic law where necessary, so that we can
all keep faith with the people of Europe and present
them with the free market they have been promised
on 1 January 1993.
The European Council confirmed its commitment
to establish in stages an economic and monetary
union in accordance with the principles of econ~
omic and social cohesion and the conclusions of
the European Cpuncils in Madrid and Strasbourg.
The special summit discussed the proposal put
forward by chancellor Kohl and President Mitter-
rand to set a date by which Treaty amendments
providing for EMU should be in place. On the
basis of that discussion, it was decided that the
preparations for the intergovernmental conference
on EMU, which are already well advanced, will be
further intensified with the objective of allowing
proposals agreed by the Conference to be ratified
by Member States before the end of 1992. This is
a brave decision, which again reflects the deter-
mination within the Council to respond positively
to the train of events. Considerable progress has
been made on EMU in the past months. Stage I
will now commence as ordained on 1 July. Those
Member States who have still to do sO are applying
themselves to the removal of controls on financial
movements according to an agreed timetable. Now
the European Council has unanimously decided
in respect of the subsequent stages of EMU, to
accelerate on the considerable progress made at
the informal meeting of Finance Ministers in April.
The European Council specifically confirmed its
commitment to political union. I see this categoric
declaration as fitting another segment into the
mosaic of European union. There was consensus
among the Heads of State or Government that the
Community should respond to developments, both
inside and outside the Community, by strengthen-
ing the democratic legitimacy of the union, improv-
ing the efficiency of the institutions, and ensuring
unity and coherence in the Community s inter-
national action. This Parliament will, I am sure,
fully endorse that decision; indeed it reflects many
of the proposals put forward by the European
Parliament.
Heads of State or Government had the opportunity
of studying two complementary sets of proposals
tabled by Member States. Firstly, a paper presented
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by the Belgian Government, putting forward a
series of concrete suggestions for institutional and
procedural reforms. Secondly, the initiative of
Chancellor Kohl .and President Mitten'and calling
for a second intergovernmental conference to agree
the terms for the achievement of political union
by the end of 1992.
Foreign Ministers were instructed to undertake a
detailed examination and analysis, and to prepare
proposals to be discussed at the European Council
in June with a view to a decision on the holding
of a second intergovernmental conference. This
second conference is to work in parallel with the
conference on economic and monetary union with
a view to ratification by Member States in the same
timeframe. All Member States agreed to participate
fully in this work and many indicated theit: inten-
tion to put forward their own proposals alongside
those already tabled by Belgium. The Foreign Min-
isters have already commenced work on the task
entrusted to them. This weekend at their informal
meeting in Ireland they will give the fullest con-
sideration to all the issues involved. I am optimistic
that the study being prepared by them will bring
the object of political union into common focus
and that agreement on the way forward will be
determined at the European Council in June. It
was Jean Monnet who said that "confidence is
naturally established between people who take a
common view of the problem to be resolved. When
the problem becomes the same for everybody, and
everyone has the same interest in its solution
differences and suspicions slip away, and often
toen friendship moves in
We have started on the course toa common view.
The process of European unification must be far-
sighted in its perception. It is the responsibility of
those who are in office at present to advance .
process which may not be fully achieved in our
time, but will be left to others to complete.
The dramatic events which have overtaken our
continent over the past few months have demon-
strated the determination of our people to live in
freedom and to assert their right to democratic
government. They have shown the desire of the
peoples of Eastern and Central Europe to rejoin the
mainstream of European life. These developments
have emphasized for the Community the import-
anceof its own internal integration and the need
to ensure that it is sufficiently developed to provide
the example and leadership which Europe needs.
As we set about shaping the structures and pro-
cedures of an integrated unified Community, I
believe we would be wise to look carefully at what
has taken place in Central and Eastern Europe and
learn as much as we can from it.
In particular, we should observe once again how,
even after long periods of repression, national,
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ethnic and cultural identities still prevail and that
political structures, if they are to achieve perma-
nence and stability, must fully recognize and sup-
port them. In constructing European union we
must seek to eliminate that which divides us, but
nurture and protect that which distinguishes us.
Europe possesses a great richness in the diversity
of its cultures, customs, languages, traditions, art
and architecture. This deep reservoir of attractive
features must be preserved as an .essential com-
ponent of Community life.
The European Council has set out three useful
guidelines on which we can base our thinking:
democratic legitimacy, effective institutions, and
coherence in international action. The importance
of democratic accountability within the Com-
munity cannot be overemphasized. We have seen
all too clearly in Europe over the past months
what happens when people are alienated from their
system of government. We must, therefore, ensure
that development of the Community s policy-mak-
ing and legislative structure is accompanied by the
necessary arrangements for democratic control
including an appropriate role for the Europea Parliament. 
The negotiations on which we are about to embark
at the forthcoming intergovernmental conferences
are likely to result in an enlargement of the Com-
munity s competence. In an economic and monet-
ary union die Community s institutions will have
new responsibilities which must be discharged for
the benefit of all. It will be necessary to ensure
that they operate in accordance with their man-
dates and under appropriate control of elected
representatives. The debate has already opened on
this subject, stimulated in no small way by your
own contributions. The role of the European Par-
liament, and the extent to which it will provide
democratic control, will be a central part of the
whole debate. Discussion will also focus on the
balance to be maintained between the European
Parliament and national parliaments and between
the institutions of the Community. Approaches
may differ on how best to proceed but our prin-
ciples and our objectives are clear. Our Com-
munity and its institutions must be rooted in the
democratic process; its actions must have the sup-
port of our people and respond to their needs and
aspirations. I must commend Parliament for the
efforts which it is making to confront this particu~
lar question by convening .a European assizes,
bringing together representatives of the European
and national parliaments. The assizes still offer a
useful opportunity for a constructive exchange of
views between parliamentarians on how to ensure
an adequate degree of democratic accountability
for Community government, and to determine at
what level this control should be exercised. The
results of these discussions will, it is hoped, be
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available in sufficient time to inform the work of
the intergovernmental conference.
Before that, the Members of the Council will have
the benefit of the substantial body of work already
completed or currently under way in Parliament
in the shape of a range of reports and resolutions
on economic and monetary union and institutional
reform. There will also be an opportunity for a
full exchange of views at the discussion which you
have arranged to take place tomorrow between
Members of Parliament, the Coundland the Com-
mission with the participation of other institutions.
Such dialogue is vital and will no doubt ensure
that all legitimate concerns are taken into account
in the intergovernmental negotiations.
The question of the effectiveness of the Com-
munity s institutions is inextricable from that of
democratic legitimacy. It is crucial for the demo-
cratic legitimacy of the Community that the bal-
ance between the institutions reflects the will of
the people of the Community. This balance should
be reviewed periodically to reflect the development
of the European identity of our citizens, since
progress towards European union must be sus-
tained by popular acceptance. Monnet said:
Nothing is possible without men, nothing will
last without institutions
We have, in the Treaties, established and
developed certain institutions which have served
the Community well. The Council, the Com-
mission, Parliament and the Court of Justice as
institutions are unique in many ways, and are
specially tailored to the needs and realities of the
Community. In particular, they seek to balance the
aspiration of our peoples to a European future
against the reality of deep and historic national
identities. I feel that these institutions are quite
capable, with appropriate and agreed development
of their powers, responsibilities and operating pro-
cedures, of providing the Community insti-
tutional framework for the foreseable future.
The Community s ability to carry OUt the many
complex tasks it has undertaken depends on the
responsiveness and effectiveness of its institutions.
If we are to meet the great objectives before us of
completing the internal market, achieving econ-
omic and monetary "Inion, integrating East Ger-
many, and developing our international political
and economic relations, we must be able to take
decisions smoothly, effidently and with the mini-
mum of delay. We must at all costs avoid blockage
or paralysis through bad management or lack of
cooperation between the institutions. At the same
time, decisions taken have to be balanced to take
account of the interests of all concerned.
It is clear that the intergovernmental conference
will have to look at the decision-making process
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with a view to increasing its effectiveness. It
should, in this context, consider whether qualified
majority voting should be extended to cover
additional areas of policy which have an overriding
Community dimension.
The European Council has stressed the importance
of unity and coherence in the conduct of the Com-
munity international action. We must not
become a self-centred Community, constantly pre-
occupied by its own affairs. Indeed, we would not
be allowed to be either by our own people or by
the outside world. The Community is the largest
trading bloc in the world: its prosperity depends
on its relations with the rest of the world. This is
not a question of choice: the Community cannot
build a wall around itself. Its views and political
support are constantly sought on issues and in
situations everywhere in the world. But this is not
new. The European Community has never seen its
future as an isolated bloc of countries. We have
always looked outward, cherishing our relations
with the United States, Japan, Canada, Australia
and the other OECD countries. The challenges
posed by our relations V\ ith other countries h~ve
been an important stimulus to the Community.
We have also long recognized that the growing
gap between North and South, between the
developed and the developing countries, must be a
focus of our concern. We have developed effective
cooperation policies through the Lome Convention
with the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries.
Weare linked in special arrangements with the
Asean countries. We cooperate with the Central
American countries in the San Jose process and
with the Latin American countries. For many years
we have been working towards common foreign
policy positions through the framework of Euro-
pean political cooperation. Our cooperation in
foreign policy questions is now an established fea-
ture of international affairs in general; whether
in our relations with individual countries or in
international organizations, starting with the UN
itself.
Coordination between the positions adopted in the
economic sphere and those adopted in EPC is
increasingly a factor in our approach to external
relations. This has been demonstrated during the
Irish Presidency, particularly in our approach 
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
I have no doubt however that this coordination
can be further improved: this is one of the things
the European Council had in mind in asking for a
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detailed examination to be put in hand on the need
for possible changes aiming at assuring unity and
coherence in the Community international
action. It is in this perspective too that the Com-
munity sees the need to develop a wider framework
of peace, security and cooperation for all of
Europe. The Community and its Member States
therefore will playa leading role in the CSCE
process, which I~ave mentioned earlier.. Th~s
wider framework will serve to anchor the historIC
changes that are taking place in Europe. The Com-
munity has been the pole of attraction for the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe as they
embarked on the road to liberty. We should ensure
that we can still play the role in the future that
our situation enables us to play and that the world
demands from uS for the benefit not only of our-
selves, but of Europe as a whole.
I have mentioned the three guidelines given by the
European Council for our future work. Let me add
that the cement which will bind the bricks of
European union will be the concept of subsidiarity.
It is clear that decisions must be taken at the
most appropriate level, whether at local, regional,
national or Community level. It is very much to
the credit of Parliament that you have been to
the fore in seeking to define and elaborate this
principle. For the Community the choice will nor-
mally be between national action and the develop-
ment of appropriate Community policies. We must
ensure that the outcome of our deliberations on
this issue does not hold back the developments of
Community policies or distort the aims of the
Treaty or the  acqui$ communautaire.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I would like
thank you once again for allowing me to address
you on the outcome of what I believe to have
been a most successful Council. The Community is
faced with a great challenge of leadership in a new
Europe. We must respond to that challenge with
both courage and maturity. We must endeavour
to build a strong Community based on democratic
legitimacy, while at the same time preserving the
richness of diversity which distinguishes us as
Europeans. The special European Council showed
that the Community has the political will 
achieve for the people of Europe a Community
that will fulfil their highest expectations. If we
sustain this effort  and I am confident that we
will  then the Community can be sure of its
place in Europe, and Europe can be certain of its
rightful place in the world.
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yous ave! prls sans doute connatssance. ne seralt-ce que par fes ~epGche$ agences. de II leUre Que Ie TaolseaCh. president en exerc.....e de 
communaute a envoye a ses co I legues ~u COnsell europe.n. L'ordrs ~U jour
comprend done, comme Inltlatement prevu, una discussion sur I' unlflcatlon
allemande et les relations avec lea pays de I ' EUrope du Centre et de
Est; on y a aJout~. en ratson des dlfferentes propositions qui ont et6 fa f tes. dans ce Sene , une d I scass Ion sur ce qu , on appe fie I' Europe
Polltlque ou sl vou. pref.rez Ie renforcement de fa dimension polltJque
de f 'Europe. formule mleux tracl'ulslble en anglll$. 81 J 'en erolS '88
debat$ que J' a r eus avec nos amls Ingl ale au se In de la Tr I latera Ie 
Wash I ngton .
Inl t I a lement, ce Consel I europ~en except lonnel devsl t avol r pour objet de
bIen d~flnlr les positIons de la communaut~ vIs-i-vIs de I'unlflcatlon
II remand. d' unepart.- e1 de. autres pays de " Europe. d'.utre part. Cet
aspect de la dlsCU$$lon a deja ste prepare oar les mlnl.tres des affalres
strangeres a partir des deux .rapports 'tabl IS par la commissIon
europeenne, rapports Qui. Je dols Ie dire. ant re~u Ie MeIlleur accuell.
ce QUi fait qu'on ne prevolt pas de longs debats sur CBS deux sulets.
Yous connafssez CBe documents. Notre effort a DOrte essential lament sur la tentatlv. de deflnlr cQnceptuollement 8.8 dlfferents phases qui amenent a I' unlflcatlon allemande. Una phase d' adaptatlon, une phase
Interlmalre d' adaptatlon qUi commence avec la mise en oeuvre de I' unlon
mon'talte, accompagnoe de reformes economlque. et soclales, permettant au
terrltorrs Est Allsmand d' afler vers una economle de marche.
Une seconds phase QUi cOMnence avee I'unlflcatlon formetle et qui. a
partIr de Ii, neue pose des prob'~me. technlQuement analogues' caUl d'
elarglssement avec I'eventuallte d'accorder aut terrltolres de
f 'Allemagne de I 'Est (qul seront i ce moment Ii sans cIOute des 'Inders)
des mesuras de transition, des derogations leur permettant d'appllquer
totalement I ' acquit et les regles communautalres.
Et enfln fa trolsleme phase se termfne avec cette transitIon. transition
dont benef I c Ie actus II ement I es dern I ers venus, I' Espagne et Ie Portuga I ,
pour aboutlr a untIl plelne appflcatron des rOgles communautalres at des
DO I I t I ques communes dans I es I andere de I' est de f' A II emJone.
La commIssion Indrque dans ce document QU'el Ie attend au Consell europeen
trois aff I rmatlons c lat res preml81"ement une approbation sans ' rlJserve
du preeessus d'untffcatlon, c est-a-dlre un text. plus clair. et cElIa ae
comprend . aue celul adopts au COnset I e~ropeen de Strasbourg.-2-..
D~UX' Iilmement . nous POsons Cluand m!me una Quest Ion QuI. par aft-If. ne dayra I t Das  ~tr8  posee : pendant la Drem It!re phase Que J' a I aDD81 ee  pha$8 d" adilDht Ion - qui commence avec I 'union monetafre et se termlne avec l' unlflcatIon formelte - la communautlt 8st-elle prete 2 accorder a r 'A f I emagne de I' est 1 en D Ius des fac ( , f tee norma '.s pree de I a banQUO eurODeenne d' Inv8stlssement et de I"utllisatfon des autres Instruments fInancIers, une aIde speciale. qui dans mon esf)rlt donnerait aU! al remands de I 'est en part Icul tef' et , tous res AI remands en general . un s fgna f de fratern Ita .t de so II dar I tit? CeUe question derneure posee; elle a tHe traIt's deli au Consel f des mlnfstres des affalre$ etrangeres,
Je DOtlse que MUS auron~ un. r';Donse rleffnltfve au Conse' r europeen.
La trots feme Questfon. c'est = est-ce que les autorftes ar femand$S acceptent t'lon pas slmplement d' informer la cOllVllleston. ce quI a ete faIt parfa I tement depuls que lques semalnes, mals cotta concertat Ion ~tVec '.s Instances communautalres qUi Impllque aue naus Puls,fons dans toutes lea
etapes de la negoelatlon.  cOInprls pOur '" examen du traits aut dolt etr" slgne entre res deux At lemagnes, fatrs des remerQUes OU poser des
QUest Ions quI soot I tees  la coherence 8t au QOntenu des regreg communau. ta f r as ?
Pour ce qUI est des pays de I "Europe de I 'Est' et duCentr., I a Communaute a deU s!gn.; des accords de cooperation et de commerce avec Dresque tous
les pays de I 'e.t, ou blen va las slgner. If ne rests plus que  Rouman'e. J. vou. rappel Ie que ce. accords prevolent des mesures
exceptlonneflement favorables pour fa Pofogne et la Hong"fe. de facon j faciliter I'acc~s des prodults hongrots et pelonats au marchit
comrnunauta I re.
Les a IcIer a develooper leurs exportat Ions canst Itus un element assent Ie.! de la pol It I que d' aJustement i court terme et d'adaptatfon structure I ,.
qu' l rs (forvent fa Ire en parallele avec leur demarche vera fa creation des
prlnclpes d'une democrat Is pluralists.
Ensulte nous falsons un bf Ian de I 'act ton du groupe des 24. una action
qUI va 6tre eteodue concretetnent !!(.IX autres pays de I' est et du centre
europeen. y InclU, j9 I' espere. 113 Yougoslavle.
Enfln nous presentons une deux feme generation rj' accord d' assoclat Ion Quf
Derm$ttra it i chacun des pays de l' Europe de I 'est et du centre de se
sentlr plelnement membre de fa grande Europe.
Alnsl se dessfne une strategIe QUe propose la commissIon. et, elle n est
pas seule. qUI conslste a, d'une part, renforCer fa eommunaute. c'est- dIre rea'  rser c~ que nous aYons del! decide et Dent 6tre mAme aller pius
loin.- 3 -
Et d'un autre c6te. qul charChe ~ tlsaer pour la Grande europe un reseau
de cooperat Ion avec une dimensIon poll tfQU6 quI "armette de repondre aux
aspirations des peUpJes et de preparef des deveJoppemants future. NOtre demarche, qu " f' s agtsse de nos nego:latlons aVec l'Assoclatlon europeenne de Ilbre echange, qu I s aglsse de l' lntegratlon des terrltolr8s de I'est de l'Aliemagne. qu ll s aglss8 des pays de " Europe de I ' Est at du centre. conslste, dans une sorte de Jeu de pat lence, A desalner ee que sera I ' E~rope de demaln. Mars contralrement a d'autres nOlla pensons qu" ( taut ag I r avec pragmat I sme en tenant compte de I a s'ltuat Ion de chaaue pays sans se preclpHer.
II est faux de dfr8, comma Je I'al lu parfols, QUe la CommIssIon pour 
compte de la Commun.autit ralsonne boutf~e err voulant sa rep! ler sur elle mAme. Ma J s saehant QU 'un Jour I I y aura une grande EuroPe -- dent f flS structures restent a def I n I r  comma espace  de  "a I x . comme espace
echanges de touts nature. noue p~nsons Que Ie me' I leur mOYen de 
falre C'est de n~ pas ralentlr la construetlon communautalre et d'offrlr ~ cas pays. en fonctlon de ce qu sont , de ce qU" fs souhaltent, 
posslbflld de partlcfper de plus en "Ius aux GChanges OIl , I 'echange
Sntra-europeen. Je tlen$ a slonaler QUe d.ins ceUe "erspectlve - c'est sans doute 'e message PI" fne'pal que nou. ant envoye lea "aY8 de I 'est -
la dImensIon culturel'a est tres Importante.
Slen entendu tout cela debouchera chez. n08 chefs d' etat et nos mfnfstres
des affalres 6trangeres sur une reflex Ion concernant la CSCE, processus
qUI a demarre dapuJs de nombreuses annees at qui a perml, me .embfe-t-I f.
les evolutions que nous con"afssons.
Lea Douze ont donne leur accord pOUr une rencontre au Semmet de la CSCE
des cette annee. ,t y an avalt deli une de "revue en 1992. II resta a
la pre"arer d'au'tant plus solgneusement QUe  d'  autres Idees Ii 
pOurrais employer la formule .Alry Fairy" , $Ont en I 'air- et conslst.ralt,
'partIr de la CSCE. a. construlre Bex "Ihllo" une organIsation neuvatle.
af toujours pense, la commIssion a touJours penSe C(1.1e cela stalt
derafsonnable et premature. Mals enffn PUI.qu l I s' aolt de deflnlr pour
I ' Europe un nouveau concept de secur  te , assoc I ant I' un Ion Sov let r que.
les Etat$-UnIS et Ie Canada, pulsQU'on dolt re,flechrr suss) sur  deven'r des aJ I lances, et notamment de  AI I lanee AtlantIqUe, (vous savel
que M. Baker " C8 suJet a fal t un dlscours tres Important i Berl in en
decembre dernler). I i est Important de reflecttrr Ii cfjla at ce $era sans
clouts une des mission de ee consefl europ'an.
Je n aurals garde d'oubllEu" dans cette descriptIon niplde, Ie r~le
Impor hnt QUe joue et QUe pourra Jeuer dans I' aven 1 r Ie COnse II de
Europe, notamment en cs qui concerne " apprentfssage de la democratle,
la defense at I' Iflustrat Ion des drafts de I ' Homme.
Tel etalt I 'objectJf Inftlal du Consel 1 er.1ropeen. A cela sont venues
ajouter. dans un (XIntexte quI rappel'a t:.n peu caSu' quI a Precede la
Consell europesn de Hanovr. sous presldent:e AI lemanda, des refrexTons.
des propositIons sur " avenlr de la COmmunaute.
Vous vous rappel"z sans doute Clue sIx. hUlt mols avant Ie Co.nsef t
europeen de Hanovre. dlfferantes personnt\lltes s etalent exprlmees en
fav.eur , sinon d'une unIon economrque et monetalre. d'une banque centrale
europeenne 4 -
Bref Ie SUjet atalt , f 'ordre QU Jour. Qu'a faIt I~ Consell europe~" de Hi!novre r I  conffrme d'une part la VOlonte de la Communaute assortle de . quelqueS reserves, de :ertalns Etats membres, d' al lef ver
unIon  'conomlqt1e 8t rnonetalre 8t II a detln' une procedure. en cr..nt un c:omlte , experts dont les travaux const ftuent la base de la mise en
oe\1vre de fa reallsatton de II premlere p'tase (Ie . Unlon EeonomlQue' 8t
Uon'taJre et des reflexlens QUI sont meness actuel lement $~r les phases
U' ~f'I;ii:':~.,-af In de prJaparer 180 conf,ken~e Intergouvernementa Ie QUI ,doft
~ebuter  .n  dscembre. 
On ass I st. grosso modo au mtme phenomene aujeurd' hu t. ma I s ~ propos de ce que 1'al  appel' II dimensIon polltlque .de l'Europe. fl eu 
propos It Ion beige, II y a eu egalt.tment la l ettre commune adressee par 
chancelJer Kohl et par Ie pr'sl~ent Mltt.,rrand. i laquel Ie ont reagl
favorablement et pub I fquement les, autorltes portugalses. espagnoJes.
Ital lennes, belges et hollandat8es.
Par conseQUent II est probable. II est m&me e.rtaln puisque M. Haughey 
leur demande. QUe les chefs d' etats et de ;ouve.rnement dlscuteront de cas
dlfferentes ~rOPO$'tlo~s lors de Jeur dejeu,er de travail.
Que peut-on dire a leur propos, pulSClUe J8 ne vals 'pas rappeler mISS positions personn~ll.s. J'al eu l'occaSion de re8 exposer dans un
dlscours devant Ie College de Bruges. puis ~. pr~clser ou d' aetuat Iser ma
pense lor. dUo dlscours presentant Ie programme de travail ' de 
COmmIssion en JanvIer dernlsr devant Ie Pea-Iement Europeen.
Je crols que plutOt que de preampter ce QUI va Otte dft au Cons' I I
europe.n. on peut 88 pose~ les qUest Ions pOUrquol et' comment
Pourquof la QuestIon de " avenlr Instltutlonnel et polltlqU8 de 
Communaut6 devlent-elle d'actuallt6 ' Je c~ols qu' I I Y a, a cera. trois
raisons essentlalles. premlerement Ie sou~ls de reallser I'unlflcatlon
allemande SOUs un tolt europeen. pour reprendrs la formule mime du
chance r ler Koh I.. En second lieu,  ecart cfont les gouvernements
oommencent A se rendre compte - c'etalt un des polnt pr InC,QaUX que
J 'avals soullgne entre la cooperat Ion poll t I QUe d'une part,
IntegratIon economfque ou la railisation de l'Acte unique d'autre part.
Le talt que la premIere al I Ie ~ un rythme beaucoup morns sieve que 
seconds pose des preb J SHIeS, cro) ssants de coherence de , ' act Ion
communautalre. II se cree una zone grise ~ntre lea deux. La pr'sldence Irtanda,lse ~ tents d' y remedler. heureusement d'ailleurs, en supprlmant
pour deux reunIons la distinctIon entre le$ reunions des mlnlstres des
affalres etrangeres en ~ coo~eratlon polltlque at les reunions des
mlnlstres des affalres etrangeres en reunion des mlnlstres des affalres
generales de la Communaute. Et II etalt symbol I qUe de voir que ? dans cas
deux reunions. Ie mfnlstl"e des aff81res 'trang.res stalt tlanquil d'une part de son at recteul" pol i t '~8. d'autre part de son representant
permanent. eeta a permls de ire I tel" lee quest Ions et d'oub liar pour  ',..,.t.nt la zone grise.. Mals cela ne sUfflt pas at Je erols Que fa
cooperatIon polltlaue dolt S8 donner left flnalltes et left moyens qUi
correspondent lUX ambitIons , de la CommUnaute. sl I'on veut avcfr plus' de
coherence et de cohesIon dans
' '
actIon CQ~~nautalre.- 5-
Enfln la trofsleme raison, c est Ie defIcIt democratique et aussl I . act f on dynam' que du Par J ement ~uropeen dans ee dams' ne. Ua I s I I ' est pas Ie seUI pu I aque I e chance II  er  k:oh I, avant r. COnse' I europ_en de StrSSbourg, avalt lul m~me mls " accent sur cs. polnt at Indlczue qu'on ne pourralt pas progres.ser vera I ' UEM sans p2.rallelement refleehlr Sl!r des Inst I tutfOns quI as$urent davantage 18 "democratfc and po II t lea I accountab f II ty" .
une manlere plus generals, sl VOUS me permette% una Interpretation personnel Ie. je p~nse que dans cette EurOJ;:le en changement rapIds. au destln encore Incertaln, en ee qui concerne f'avenlr de certains hommes polltlques eu en ce quI concern. ! '.venl,.. des reformea entreprfses. compte tenu des In(,tltlpfes InitIatIves qUI sont prlses lei deli. II est Important que lea Oouze renouva I lent leurs voeux. comme agres 20 ans ou
30 ana de mar I age If est parfol s u.t" e. qUe. dans carta f ns coup lea, on r enouve Ire f es voeux . De man I ere ce que chaeun saChe que r a construction 0'.1 I 'aspiration Ii un. grande Europe na sa fer  pas en dlluant la Communaute7 en Jetant lUX peubelles de I ' Hlstolre 30 ans d'une experience orlgfnale7 PUlsQue e est la premfere fors dans I 'HlstOJre Clue des pays s ' assoc lent entre eux, gerent e11 CQmltlun une partIe de leur souveralnete. sans Clue cela se faase par la domination militalre ou po I (t I que d 'un pays $ur los autres. cette exper I ence est un I ttue. I a CommIssIon dol t 'e $out 'gner sans cesse, de man" re i ce crue f 'on bAt Isse sur du clment et non pas sur du sable.
Voila done hl8 sembI8-t- les raisons PIU$ generales qui expl'quent Que
Ie COnsell .urepeen se p.nchera sur dlsons I 'avenal' lost I tut fonnel et pO II t I que de r a communaute.
Reste a save J r ecmment.
en a de deux types.
Parmi les propositions qui ont et4 faltes If 
La propos! t Ion be Ige. comports dlfferenh etiiments qU  pourra lent 'tre prig en consideration et aI"" rques sans Clu r r so It besaln de reformer Ie traIU,; at 101"8 de la reUnion des mlnlstrss des affalres etrangeras plusleurs delegations ont donne un COUJ;:l de chapeau eette approche beige. certa Ins I 'ont meme soutenue. En revanche la Jettre du chancef fer Kohl et du president Mftterrand appalle A uoe vue plus ambltleuse quI conslsteralt , reform$r Ie tralte. Et II Y a ,"Ame deux propositions, deux $ngagements de procedures asseE contrafgnants, une deux Ierne conference Intergouvernementa Ie en para  lele avec ce lie sur t ' UEM et avec comma object If QU ' au 1er Janvier 1993 1..81 deux Imendements au tra Ite, aU le$ deux nouveaux trait's,  auront eta ratIfies par les parlements natfonaux et que 'es dispositIons pourront entror en I 'gne de compte.  je puis prendre un para I Ie Ie avec " Union e(:Onemlque at moneta're. dlsons
Clue res belges deer I vent fa premIere phase de I' UEM et ClUe fe chancel fer Kohl at fe presIdent Mltternmd agpet lent i deflnlr Ie stade final.
Vol la ce qu'on pout dIre du paInt de VUe de la methode. Je Dense done QUe les chefs d' etats et de geuvernements dlscuteront a la fols du fond et des procedures. t' I ntervent 1011 de 00:..1(7 I as Hurd au Conse' I des Affalres Generales Ide samecfl dern.ler montre Que la Grande-Bretagne a Intention de PBl"tlclper- .a cas dl$cuss lons et OIAme dEl fa Ire des contre-
propos  tl ons ....6 -
Quant aux procedures, elles sent classlQues dans
' '
flfstolre de  Communaute. II y a touJours eut trois methodes t OU bien " on eontle a una personna I It. Importante exercant des grandee responsabf f (tes Ie soln de tJrer la locomotive, ce rut fa mfselon contlee a Spaak et qui a 
aboutl au tra I te de Rome; OU b I en on fa It un com It' d' experts comma ce fut  cas pOur Ie comlt", DOOge OU Ie comJte QUe J' af preside sur r 'UEM; ou bien on demande aux mlnJstres des affafres etrangEkes 'et en mame temps des
affafres generales) de dsblayer Ie terrain, d'eValuer Polltfquement ce aul est POssible et de proposer ensulte aux chefs d'etats at  gouvernements la procedure, Ie cadre. les 1I1111t89, les ffnafltes , de I 'operat Ion.
De tout eela. f I en sera qUest fon fors du dejauner des chefs d'etats et de gouvernements at, sf necessaJre, apres. Je yeus raDPel te qUand mAme (It! ' f I s' ag I t d 'un Conse I  8Urepeef1 qu' sera assez cour t , pu f e(lu' f f debutera a 10 h 30 par une Intervent Ion de M. Enr ICtue Baron qui sans doute msttra t ' accent sur la vOlante .du Parrement d' aboutlr i un, reforme Instltutlonneffe de la Communaute et qu' $e termlnera i 19H.
Tels sent les erement$ d' lnforrnations. dent beaucoup voua 'talent connues. assor tis de que' ques exl) II ell t f ons par lesque r I sa J. VOU fa f s fntrodufre eette reneontre de pre$.e.
Merc' .